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Russian President Vladimir Putin achieved a major milestone in his pressure campaign to subordinate Belarus’ military to Russia. Russian Defense Minister Sergey Shoigu and Belarusian Defense Minister Viktor Khrenin adopted a common military doctrine and announced the completed formation of Russian-Belarusian “regional grouping of forces” on October 27.¹ The formation of a Russian-Belarusian regional grouping of forces is a major achievement in Putin’s larger campaign to subordinate former Soviet states’ militias to Russian-dominated structures.² The Russian State Duma first ratified the agreement to create a regional grouping of forces with Belarus in 2017.³

Russia is pressuring Belarus to create a unified advanced air defense system. Shoigu also stated Russia and Belarus are planning to create an “unified regional air defense system.”⁴ ISW warned Putin likely seeks to deploy and control Russian anti-access/area denial weapon systems in Belarus in September.⁵

Putin will likely intensify Russian conventional military deployments to Belarus over the next year. The ministers also agreed to jointly conduct Russia’s next annual capstone strategic readiness exercise—Zapad 2021—and signed resolutions on conducting “joint special exercises” to prepare for this exercise.⁶ Russia’s Western Military District will likely conduct Zapad 2021 in western Russia and Belarus in September 2021.⁷ Conventional Russian forces likely will deploy to Belarus for Zapad 2021 on a significantly larger scale than they did for Zapad 2017. Russian-Belarusian joint exercises will likely intensify in the immediate future as ISW forecasted.⁸ The Kremlin has not yet announced the next Russian-Belarusian monthly exercise for November 2020.

Kremlin information operations are intensifying efforts targeting NATO. Shoigu used his meeting with Khrenin to intensify the Kremlin’s existing information operation falsely portraying the Belarusian protest movement as a NATO-backed hybrid war. Shoigu claimed the situation on Belarus’ western borders is “still turbulent” and falsely accused NATO of creating a “forward presence” and supply lines for combat operations near Belarus.⁹ Shoigu also falsely accused the West of using protests to derail Russia’s and Belarus’ integration.¹⁰

Self-declared Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko will likely take action to defuse protests at an upcoming national Belarusian assembly. Lukashenko said on October 27 Belarusians from “all strata of society” will consider constitutional reforms and solve other problems hindering Belarus’ development at the upcoming Sixth All-Belarusian People’s Assembly. Lukashenko has not announced the date for the assembly. Lukashenko likely seeks to use the assembly to conduct a putative intra-Belarusian dialogue during which Lukashenko will announce constitutional amendments or different concessions to placate protesters.¹¹ The Kremlin will likely intervene to prevent a solution to the protests that does not include Belarus’ deeper integration with Russia.¹²

Ultimatum protests in Minsk are decreasing. Street protests in Minsk on October 27 are significantly smaller than those of October 26.¹³ Factory managers are firing striking workers and threatening to cancel their bonuses.¹⁴ Significant numbers of students are not participating in strikes.¹⁵ Police arrested at least 39 protesters on October 27 as of this writing.¹⁶ Lukashenko seemingly is succeeding in suppressing ultimatum protests as ISW forecasted.¹⁷ Lukashenko will likely replicate successes in suppressing protests barring major changes in the opposition’s strategy or tactics.

ISW will continue monitoring the situation and providing updates.

¹ https://tvzvezda.dot.ru/news/forces/content/202010271131-qRRug.html
Russia’s annual strategic joint-staff exercise usually occurs in September.
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